
September 22, 2009

To the DelDOT Complete Streets Committee:

On behalf of the membership of Bike Delaware, I wish to thank you sincerely for your efforts to create a
Complete Streets Policy for the state of Delaware.  The enactment of this Policy will be a great step
forward in our state’s transportation program, and it will help to increase the freedoms of our citizens by
giving them more and safer options for transporting themselves throughout the state.  It will allow more
citizens to make the choice to live in a healthier, greener, and more economical way, and it will also help
to create a greater sense of community in Delaware.

The Committee is to be commended on a few exceptional elements of the first draft of the policy.
Inclusion of rehabilitation, maintenance, and operations in the list of applicable projects is unique and
critical, as is the directive that provisions for non-motorized users be considered “as a routine element of
pavement resurfacing projects.”  Without these elements to supplement major modifications and new
construction, the majority of the simplest and most inexpensive opportunities to make improvements for all
users could be easily overlooked.  Please consider strengthening this policy further with at least the
following elements, which we at Bike Delaware feel are critical to its effectiveness.

� We would like to see it passed as regulation rather than approved as internal DelDOT policy only.
As regulation, its applicability could be extended to private development and county or municipal
roads.

� Make community involvement a top priority in the effort to achieve complete streets.  Design
programs that encourage more individuals to feel invested in their community and the quality of
their roads.

� Use precise language and clearer criteria that ensure it won’t be easy to obtain exemptions.
� Refer to published guidelines (MUTCD, for example) for a more complete “toolbox” of design

options; train engineers to take a new perspective on road design and to use these guidelines as
manuals.

� Require the inclusion of bike/ped facilities, both on and off-road, on the regular maintenance
schedules.

Please continue reading for a comprehensive revision and list of suggestions compiled from comments
provided by several thoughtful members of Bike Delaware.  We are grateful for the opportunity to be a
part of this process and hope that the following will be considered.

Policy Objectives (Page 3)

Include community involvement and public input as one of the main objectives.

Item 2: this is important to keep.  The “road diet” is a key element to complete streets design.

The consideration of these objectives should be an explicit step in standard design procedures.



Applicability (Page 3)

Extend applicability to private development wherever possible.

Consider changing the language of item 4 to be more precise and to allow fewer exceptions.

Refer to a specific DelDOT development stage rather than percentage of completion

Recommended: “Exception to these requirements apply to new road construction or modification
projects for which, as of the effective date of this policy, plans have been distributed throughout
the department for semi-final plan review, AND the cost to change or the delay would be
prohibitive as defined in exemptions and waivers.  Cost to change and delay must be
documented.”

Exemptions and Waivers (Pages 4, 5)

Page 2, Item 2b: recognize the potential for increased usage with facilities improvement, as bike/ped
traffic depends heavily on the psychological sense of safety and comfort.

Recommended: “Need must be defined…during the project scoping, recognizing the potential that
bicycle and pedestrian traffic would increase if adequate facilities were provided.”

Item 3: define more precisely and strengthen language to ensure that usage is spare.

Note that rural areas with lower automotive traffic volumes attract high volumes of cyclists and
bicycle tourism (think of popular stretches on SR 9).

Define more precisely the criteria by which these determinations were made: can you reference
specific guidelines/policies/manuals that will be used, and/or give a few examples of criteria
that would weigh heavily on the decision?

Item 4: Omit or define more clearly

All bike/ped facilities, as well as shoulders, should be included in regular maintenance, and should
even be repaved periodically when degraded.  The responsibility to repair and maintain these
facilities should also be emphasized under the objectives or applicability sections.

If costs of including a bike/ped facility are too high, ensure that estimates are not being artificially
inflated, and that there are not inexpensive alternatives available, before exempting a project.

Exemption Process

Outside stakeholders and the community should be included in this process via public comment
periods and/or workshops.

General Design Process

A. Include references to externally published guidelines or portions of these guidelines as manuals for
how to design roads (for example, MUTCD or AASHTO Greenbook).

B. Consult independent representatives (credible NGO’s) of non-motorized transportation users, allow
them to review projects, and include them in the exemption appeal process.

C. Strengthen the language of the policy and define methods of ensuring the policy is enforced.



II. General Comments/Suggestions for Design Elements

� Account for seasonal variation in traffic load, and prepare for the heavier load if possible (e.g.,
the Rehoboth Beach area and the Coastal Highway are ill-equipped to handle the summer
influx of traffic, both motorized and non-motorized, and fatalities remain high).

� MUP’s and bike trails that are physically separated from the roadway (even by a curb) should
generally be prioritized above bike lanes, especially on high-speed roads.

� Ensure that all users are considered EVERY element of project design, including
a) curb design
b) choice of traffic calming measures
c) placement and design of turn lanes, especially on high-speed roads and on roads with

frequent entrances/exits or storefronts
d) detours during construction.
e) demand-activated signaling

f) versatility of users, including both 15-20 mph commuter bicycle traffic and families.

III. Page 2: Defined Landscapes

A. Please clarify the purpose of including the content on page 2.  Are these guidelines just examples,
or are they mandatory considerations?

B. If these examples are to be heavily depended on for guidance, please include more tools such as
traffic-calming, pedestrian-scale lighting, bike boxes, and cycle tracks.

C. Develop a hierarchy: generally, off-road or separated paths are preferred where possible, followed
by bike lanes, followed by signage and/or sharrows (shared lane markings).

D. Urban Landscaping

� Install lighting for bikes/peds where possible.

� Sharrows may be appropriate in many urban environments.

E. Suburban Landscaping

� Add off-road or separated paths as an option (this is often the best setting for them).

� Emphasize the use of green buffer strips between sidewalks and roadways for added physical
barrier.

� Stripe bike lanes through intersections on ALL possible roads, not just bike routes.

� Bike lanes/shoulders should be 6-8 feet wide.

� Install lighting where possible.

F. Rural Landscaping

� Shoulders should be 6-8 feet wide.

� Bike lane markings can be placed on any shoulder for added protection.



� Right-of-way should be at least 50 feet, including space for drainage.

� Add off-road or separated paths as an option.

IV. Basic Proofreading

A. Page 2: title should be “Types of Complete Streets Elements…”

B. Page 1, Background:

� Subheading (definition): “deliberate” should be changed to “deliberately” (use “planning” as a
verb, rather than an adjective, for consistency).

� “National Movement,” paragraph 2 and “Delaware Achievements,” paragraph 2 are essentially
the same.  This only needs to be placed in the “Delaware Achievements” section.

C. Page 3, Policy Objectives, Item 1: consider using “…these complete streets elements…” in place
of just “…these elements…”

This policy could provide guidance in other areas of transportation policy besides design.  For example,
measures should be taken, either legally, or inherent to the road design, that would give bicycles and
pedestrians more legal protection, not only from harm, but from liability.  Pedestrians and cyclists are too
often blamed for accidents that they do not cause, even when it results in their own injury or death.  A
Complete Streets Policy should apply to all the aspects of design, law, and public outreach needed to
make the roads truly “complete,” and safe for all users.  The scope of the policy could also be increased if
it were passed through the General Assembly as regulation, rather than maintained within DelDOT as
internal policy.

Thank you for taking the time to consider these comments and make the Complete Streets Policy as
effective as possible.  We deeply appreciate DelDOT’s continuing efforts to improve Delaware’s roads and
make them more safe and comfortable for non-motorized users.

Sincerely,

Frank Warnock
President, Bike Delaware


